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D
efects are an important and un-
avoidable feature of all materials. In
semiconductors, they play a key

role in dictating their optical and electrical
response. For example, they define time
scales for nonradiative decay processes.
They also affect a material's transport prop-
erties either through carrier capture or by
acting as scattering centers. This connec-
tion between a system's optical/electrical
properties and defects was established
more than 50 years ago.1 Since then, stra-
tegies have been developed to precisely
tailor material properties by reducing/
manipulating these defects. This has, in
turn, catalyzed the rapid development of
modern electronics.
Defect investigations are even more re-

levant today with the advent of nanoscale
materials. This is because a large fraction
of atoms reside at the surface of nano-
structures given their enhanced surface-to-
volume ratios. Furthermore, heterostructures
suchas core/shell species2�5 andmixedmetal/
semiconductor hybrid systems6�8 possess
additional interfaces with large surface areas.
In all cases, little is knownabout the nature

of associated defects since limited means
exist for probing them. However, defects
and chargeswhich residewithin themstrongly
influence nanostructure optical properties.
As an illustration, both colloidal quantum
dot (QD) films and individual nanowires
(NWs) exhibit apparent photobrightening ef-
fects due to the passivation of surface states
through externally introduced charges.9�12

In particular, occupied traps are prevented
from participating in nonradiative relaxation
processes experiencedby subsequently gen-
erated electron�hole pairs. This effectively
increases QD film/NW emission quantum
yields (QYs). Alternatively, the electric fields
of localized charges alter nearby defect state
energies, making them less accessible to

photogenerated carriers.13,14 The overall
photobrightening effect therefore bears
striking resemblance to the emission inten-
sity jumps observed in single QD/NW inter-
mittency studies15,16 and suggests a connec-
tion between the two. Corroborating this,
virtually all physical models for nanostructure
blinking invoke charging and/or defects.17 As
an added effect, the randommotion of long-
lived charges on nanostructure surfaces18

induces a time-dependent Stark effect,
which simultaneously rationalizes observed
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ABSTRACT

CdSe nanowires show reversible emission intensity enhancements when subjected to electric

field strengths ranging from 5 to 22 MV/m. Under alternating positive and negative biases,

emission intensity modulation depths of 14( 7% are observed. Individual wires are studied

by placing them in parallel plate capacitor-like structures and monitoring their emission

intensities via single nanostructure microscopy. Observed emission sensitivities are rationa-

lized by the field-induced modulation of carrier detrapping rates from NW defect sites

responsible for nonradiative relaxation processes. The exclusion of these states from sub-

sequent photophysics leads to observed photoluminescence quantum yield enhancements. We

quantitatively explain the phenomenon by developing a kinetic model to account for field-

induced variations of carrier detrapping rates. The observed phenomenon allows direct visualiza-

tion of trap state behavior in individual CdSe nanowires and represents a first step toward

developing new optical techniques that can probe defects in low-dimensional materials.
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single-particle spectral diffusion.19 This is also the case
with nanorods (NRs) where additional biexcitonic shifts
are seen.20,21

External electric fields likewise alter individual QD,14

NR,22 andNW23 emission intensities. They do so by per-
turbing defect state energies and/or their occupancy.
In QDs, Park et al. argue that charge transfer states,
which result from trapping processes, possess field-
dependent energies. The relative population of exciton
versus charge transfer states at a given bias then
explains observed QY differences.14 In NRs, external
fields interact constructively and destructively with
local fields from surface localized carriers, causing re-
versible emission sensitivities. They also induce carrier
detrapping events that result in the appearance of
charged exciton emission.22 Finally, in NWs, Protasenko
et al. propose that an observed (spatially selective)
emission intensity modulation arises from mobile
charges that respond to externally applied, in-plane,
electric fields.23 Long-lived charges accumulate and
passivate NW trap sites at a given end, causing QYs to
increase. In all cases, a point of commonality is the
involvement of surface-related traps whose field-
influenced occupancy (or vacancy) results in variable
nanostructure emission intensities/energies. This high-
lights the fact that understanding and manipulating
charge/defect interactions opens the door to control-
lably influencing nanostructure optical/electrical prop-
erties, which can ultimately lead to applications such as
electrochromics, optical modulators, or entirely new
classes of devices.
In this article, we study a phenomenon where the

emission intensity of individual CdSe NWs is enhanced
and modulated by external electric fields applied
perpendicular to the wire's growth axis. Tangible and
reversible QY enhancements of 14 ( 7% are observed
in NW emission intensities with applied electric fields
ranging from 5 to 22 MV/m. Through a series of ∼200
experiments on more than 100 individual NWs, we
directly link the effect to field-induced changes of
carrier detrapping rates from defect states responsible
for nonradiative relaxation processes, namely, a nano-
scale Poole�Frenkel effect.24 To more quantitatively
rationalize the phenomenon, we apply a recent model
we have developed that describes photogenerated
carrier recombination dynamics in CdSe NWs and
extend it to account for field-enhanced carrier detrap-
ping rates. What results is a self-consistent explanation
for observed quantum yield differences along with
asymmetries in the response.
CdSe NWs are embedded in a device that allows

them to be subjected to electric fields polarized per-
pendicular to their growth axis. External fields are
generated by applying a potential (Va) between a trans-
parent indium�tin oxide (ITO) electrode, on which the
wires sit, and a grounded gold counter electrode. NWs
are separated from the counter electrode by a thin

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) layer, 5 ( 0.5 μm
thick, as determined from cross-sectional scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) (Supporting Information,
Figure S1). This geometry has been chosen tominimize
potential complications from the field-inducedmotion
of mobile charges along the NW growth axis, pre-
viously involved in the spatial and intensitymodulation
of emission intensities in wires subjected to in-plane

electric fields.23 Single NW emission microscopy is
simultaneously conducted to investigate variations of
the NW photoluminescence intensity.
Figure 1 illustrates both the device structure and

the biasing scheme. Contacts to electrodes are made
through a home-built probe station, facilitated by
drops of eutectic gallium�indium (EGaIn). Under an
applied bias of Va = þ100 V (�100 V), field strengths
of ∼22 MV/m (∼5 MV/m) are expected within the NW.
Given that built-in fields exist within the device, both
external and internal fields are considered in tandem to
explain our observations.
We first demonstrate the observed NW emission

enhancement/modulation by acquiring emission in-
tensity (Iem) time trajectories under an applied bias (Va)
cycled periodically between �100 and þ100 V [200 V
peak-to-peak (Vpp)]. A triangle waveform with a fre-
quency of f = 1 Hz is used, with f limited by the CCD
framerate (∼20 frames per second). Figure 2a shows
typical results from these measurements with movies
illustrating the effect provided in the Supporting In-
formation. The integrated emission intensity of a single
NW (open red circles) follows the applied bias (dashed
blue line). Specifically, as Va increases so too does the
NW emission intensity. When Va decreases, Iem drops.
The periodicity of the applied bias is therefore

reproduced by the NW emission intensity. This is
further corroborated by Figure 2b, which shows the
Iem trajectory's corresponding Fourier transform. A
peak is apparent at the applied modulation frequency,
confirming that observed Iem changes indeed arise
from the applied potential. Interestingly, the NW emis-
sion intensity reaches a maximum (minimum) for a
positive (negative) bias on the ITO relative to the

Figure 1. Schematic of the employed device structure. Elec-
tric fields are generated by applying a bias between the ITO
and a grounded gold counter electrode. The ITO's optical
transparency allows for concurrent single NW emission
measurements. The image below shows a typical lattice-
resolved TEM image of a CdSe NW used in the study.
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grounded gold counter electrode. This asymmetric
response can be seen by the absence of any 2f con-
tribution to the Fourier transform in Figure 2b, which
would arise if maxima (or minima) were observed at
both positive and negative ITO potentials.
To understand the behavior shown in Figure 2, we

must first determine whether charge injection or
conversely electric fields are responsible for the Iem
enhancement/modulation. This is important since the
literature suggests that both can dramatically alter
colloidal nanostructure optical properties. To discern
charging from an electric field effect, we conduct
control experiments using an inverted biasing scheme.
Instead of applying a positive or negative bias to the
ITO (relative to a grounded Au counter electrode), we
reverse the scheme. In all cases, NWs remain in direct
contact with the ITO. We expect that if charging is
responsible for the Iem enhancement/modulation it will
only occur when the ITO is biased positive or negative.
Biasing the gold electrode should yield a negligible
response since any injected charges must traverse
a ∼5 μm insulating dielectric to reach the wires.
By contrast, the Iem enhancement/modulation effect
should remain relatively unaffected in the latter electric
field scenario since an E-fieldwill be present in all cases.
In the experiment, we observe that the NW emission

is modulated irrespective of whether the ITO or the Au

is biased. Furthermore, the NWs exhibit a polarity-
dependent reversal of their response along with an
Iem modulation depth of similar magnitude. Represen-
tative data illustrating this can be found in the Support-
ing Information (Figure S2). These results are nominally
expected from the second E-field scenario and are
further corroborated by an additional control experi-
ment where introducing an insulating (∼20�25 nm)
Al2O3 buffer layer between the wires and the ITO still
results in a response. We conclude that an electric field
effect is responsible for the observed Iem behavior.
To investigate the possible role of a Stark effect,

Figure 2c shows an emission spectrum of a single CdSe
NW, monitored in the same fashion as associated Iem
values in Figure 2a. While the trace shows an apparent
NW band edge emission intensity enhancement/
modulation, no field-dependent changes to the transi-
tion energy are seen. However, since measurements
are performed at room temperature, emission peak
widths are broad. Given this, we tentatively exclude
possible Stark perturbations of emitting states as the
originof theVa-dependent Iemenhancement/modulation.
Next, what's puzzling in Figure 2a is the asymmetric

Iem response that consists of a clear Iem maximum at
positive Va and a minimum at negative Va (normal
biasing scheme with biases applied to the ITO). This
connection between an Iem maximum (minimum) and
positive (negative) Va values is robust andholds true for
all wires studied. Furthermore, what results from the
Iem polarity dependence is a 1f response, which con-
trasts to the zeroth order (symmetric) 2f response
expected for NWs in a capacitor-like structure. Finally,
when NW emission intensities on a glass coverslip are
compared to estimated QYs within the device at Va = 0
and 100 V, we find that the Iem maximum represents a
14 ( 7% QY enhancement relative to the Va = �100 V
case.
To rationalize these results and, in particular, the

observed asymmetry, we first conduct a detailed anal-
ysis of the electric fields experienced by NWs in the
device. This involves estimating their one-dimensional
potential profile [j(x)] by solving Poisson's equation
for positive and negative Va applied to the ITO. The
Poisson model provides a limiting approximation to
the actual fields experienced by theNWs at theNW/ITO
and NW/PMMA interfaces.
Formodeling purposes, we consider CdSeNWs to be

n-type25,26 with donor densities ranging from ND =
1021 to 1023 m�3.27,28 In practice, we assume ND = 5 �
1023/m3, consistent with defect densities previously
invoked to explain the emission intermittency of CdSe
NWs.12 The wires are also assumed to undergo com-
plete Fermi level equilibration with the ITO. Potential
confinement-induced conduction and valence band
shifts are ignored because mean NW diameters
(d∼ 25 nm) are large compared to CdSe's bulk exciton
Bohr radius (aB ∼ 5.6 nm). The Supporting Information

Figure 2. (a) Representative NWemission intensitymodula-
tion trajectory (open red circles) acquired using a 200 Vpp
triangle wave with a 1 Hz frequency (dashed blue line).
(b) Corresponding Fourier transform. No modulation is ob-
served at 2f. (c) Complementary NW photoluminescence
spectrum trajectory taken under the same applied bias as in
(a). The inset shows a representative emission spectrum
with an intensity maximum at 700 nm.
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provides an illustration of the assumed electron affi-
nities, ionization potentials, and Fermi levels for each
layer in the device (Figure S3). Associated Poisson
equations, boundary conditions, and solutions within
the depletion approximation are also provided.
From this analysis, we find that E-field strengths

at the NW center range from ∼5 to ∼22 MV/m. Even
under zero external bias, an electric field exists within
theNWdue to the built-in field at theNW/ITO interface.
Its magnitude is 1.37 � 107 V/m (i.e., 1.37 � 105 V/cm),
and onlywith large negative Va values (i.e., Va <�100 V)
is the field completely zero inside the wire.
The most important outcome of the model is its

prediction of an asymmetric E-field response. Specifi-
cally, the largest field experienced by the NW occurs
when Va is positive (i.e., Va =þ100 V, |Efield|∼ 22MV/m).
Conversely, the smallest E-field magnitude occurs
when the applied bias is negative (i.e., Va = �100 V,
|Efield|∼ 5MV/m). A plot illustrating this can be found in
the Supporting Information, Figures S4 and S5. As a
consequence, this asymmetric response explains the
1f enhancement/modulation effect seen earlier in
Figure 2.
Given anorigin for theVa-dependent asymmetry aswell

as associated electric field strengths, we now focus on the
physical mechanism behind the Iem enhancement/
modulation in order to explain the Iem Va polarity
dependence as well as the QY enhancement on apply-
ing a positive potential to the ITO. We posit that
applying an external field causes reversible variations
of carrier detrapping rates from NW defect states
responsible for nonradiative relaxation processes. In
bulk materials, this is known as the Poole�Frenkel
effect.29,30 Its underlying physical basis is the field-
induced lowering of barrier heights for trapped
charges. This increases detrapping rates and enables
carriers to return to their associated conduction/
valence bands whereupon they can recombine radia-
tively with counterpart charges. The Poole�Frenkel
effect is illustrated schematically in Figure 3a. In the
case of transport measurements, this barrier height
lowering leads to a corresponding field-dependent
carrier mobility, which accounts for exponential in-
creases in conductivity with applied field strength.31

Note that the Poole�Frenkel effect invokes charged
defect states because this is the origin of a Coulomb
barrier, which prevents carrier detrapping. For elec-
trons, a positively charged trap is needed; for holes,
traps must be negatively charged. In CdSe, previous
bulk studies have identified single or double negatively
charged defects as dominant sensitization centers.
These acceptor sites occur with a range of energies
0.10�0.75 eV above the valence band.32�36 They are
thought to be native defects of the material related
to Cd vacancies that leave exposed Se ions to act as
hole traps.33 Associated hole capture cross sections
are large, ∼10�14 cm2, with accompanying electron

capture cross sections between 10�18 and 10�21 cm2.37

In what follows, we consider a nominal hole trap depth
of 0.35 eV to model relatively shallow traps responsive
to the modest E-fields in the experiment.
The importance of acceptor states in CdSe nano-

structure photophysics is supported by theoretical
tight-binding studies of ligand-passivated CdSe QDs,
which show deep Se dangling bond hole traps in
nanocrystals with reconstructed surfaces.38 Optically
detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) experiments on
CdSe nanocrystals, using emission red-shifted from the
band edge, support this and reveal line shapes best
reproduced by carriers residing in both shallow donor
and deep acceptor sites.39 This is further corroborated
by ensemble fluorescence upconversion40 as well as
photobrightening studies,41 which highlight the im-
portance of hole traps in determining nanocrystal
quantum yields.
Invoking a nanoscale Poole�Frenkel effect as the

root cause of the observed phenomenon, we estimate
its effect on CdSe NW QYs. This is done by modifying a
previously developed kinetic model for NWs42 that
takes into account the key role played by hole trapping
in determining NW42 and QD43 QYs. The model also
successfully accounts for the superlinear growth of the

Figure 3. (a) Electric field-enhanced carrier detrapping
mechanisms. They include the Poole�Frenkel effect, which
involves a field-inducedbarrier height lowering followedby
subsequent thermionic emission, and phonon assisted tun-
neling, aided by the corresponding field-induced barrier
width reduction. (b) Schematic of a kinetic model used to
rationalize electric field-enhanced carrier detrapping rates,
leading to NW QY variations.
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NWemission intensity with excitation intensity, the ob-
servation of variable emission quantum yields (values
ranging from 0.1 to 20%), excited state lifetimes on the
order of 100�500 ps, and ensemble transient differ-
ential absorption kinetics showing nanosecond time
scales.42

Figure 3b summarizes the model's level scheme
along with its associated rate processes and time
constants. NW excitation is shown as process 1. Sub-
sequent bimolecular electron�hole radiative relaxa-
tion (process 2) competes with slow electron trapping
into donor states (process 3), fast hole trapping into
acceptor states (process 4), free electron recombina-
tion with trapped holes (process 5), and trapped
electron-trapped hole recombination (process 6), all
nonradiative processes. To account for Poole�Frenkel
enhanced hole detrapping, we include process 7.
The following rate equations summarize the model

dn

dt
¼ G � krnp � knnpt � ket Nen (1)

dp

dt
¼ G � krnp � kht Nhpþ kd(j)pt (2)

dnt
dt

¼ ket Nen � ksntpt (3)

dpt
dt

¼ kht Nhp � knnpt � ksntpt � kd(j)pt (4)

where n (p) is the electron (hole) linear concentration
(number/unit length), nt (pt) are their trapped concen-
trations (number/unit length), G is the generation rate
(G = (Iexcσabs)/(hν), 1/s 3 unit length), σabs is the NW
absorption cross section,44 kr (kn) is the second-order
radiative recombination rate constant (second-order
rate constant describing the recombination of free
electrons and trapped holes), kt

e (kt
h) is the second-

order rate constant for electron (hole) trapping, and ks
is the rate constant describing the nonradiative recom-
bination of trapped electrons and holes. Ne (Nh) is the
electron (hole) trap density (number per unit length),
assuming that the majority of traps are not filled (i.e.,
Nh . pt and Ne . nt). For quantitative estimates, the
following rate constants are assumed based on experi-
mental time-correlated single-photon counting and
transient differential absorption measurements on CdSe
NWs as well as literature values: kt

hNh ∼ 100 ns�1 (1 �
1011 s�1), kt

eNe∼ 0.01 ns�1 (1� 107 s�1), kn∼ 0.0032μm
ns�1 (3.2� 102 cm s�1), kr ∼ 0.01 μm ns�1 (1� 103 cm
s�1), and ks ∼ 0.0001 μm ns�1 (10 cm s�1).42

In the absence of known hole detrapping rates in
CdSe, we approximate the zero field rate using kd

0 =
σt(g0/g1)ÆvthæNvexp(�qEion/kT),

45 where σt = 10�14 cm2

is the hole capture cross section,32 g0 = 1 and g1 = 2 are
trap state degeneracies before and after detrapping,46

vth = (3kT/m*)1/2 = 1.7� 105m/s is the hole thermal ve-
locity assuming m* = 0.45 mo, Nv = 2(2πm*kT/h2)3/2 =

7.45 � 1024 m�3 is the effective bulk valence band
density of states, and Eion = 0.35 eV is the trap state
ionization energy in eV.32 The expression originates in
deep level transient spectroscopy45,47 and provides
good estimates of carrier emission rates. An explicit
zero field detrapping rate is kd

0 = 7.74 � 105 s�1.
In the presence of an external field, the Poole�

Frenkel effect alters kd
0 by reducing trap barrier heights.

The magnitude of this barrier height lowering can be
estimated using a 1D Poole�Frenkel model. Specifi-
cally, in a homogeneous electric field, the trapped
charge's potential energy is V(x) = �q2/(4πεε0x) �
q|Efield|x, where q is the elementary charge, ε is the
NW's relative permittivity (ε = 8.2),48 ε0 is the vacuum
permittivity, and |Efield| is the applied field strength.
The barrier maximum therefore occurs at xmax =
(q/4πεε0|Efield|)

1/2 and yields a potential barrier max-
imum of V(xmax) = �q(q|Efield|/πεε0)

1/2 that is sensitive
to the square root of the electric field. In practice, since
the electric field within the NW is not homogeneous,
we use V(x) = �q2/(4πεε0x) þ qj(x), where j(x) is the
potential obtained from our earlier Poisson analysis of
the NW device (Supporting Information). Solving for
V0(x)=0 gives xmax and V(xmax) from where the corre-
sponding barrier height in Joules is Vbarrier = V(xmax) �
[qj(d/2)� qEion]. For simplicity, the trap is assumed to
be halfway between the NW/ITO and NW/PMMA
interfaces.
Detrapping rate variations can subsequently be esti-

mated using an enhancement factor, η = exp((qEion �
Vbarrier)/kT), which represents the ratio of Boltzmann
factors with and without the external field. This leads
to a field-dependent detrapping rate of kd(j) = kd

0η.
Applying an electric field of |Efield| ∼ 22 MV/m there-
fore results in an effective barrier height lowering
of ∼128 meV (relative to the zero field case), an en-
hancement factor of η ∼ 146, and an effective hole
detrapping rate of kd = 1.13� 108 s�1. Details of these
estimates aswell as a plot of kd versusj can be found in
the Supporting Information (Figures S6�S9).
We now use kd(j) in our kinetic model to obtain

predicted emission intensities and QYs at modest ex-
citation intensities, Iexc. We assume Iexc∼ 103 W/cm2 as
well as a nominal absorption cross section of σabs =
10�10 cm2 μm�1.44 Equations 1�4 are then solved
numerically to yield a steady-state emission intensity,
Iem = krnp, where Iem implicitly assumes free carrier
rather than excitonic emission in the large-diameter
NWs used here.42 The model predicts nominal zero
external field QYs on the order of 2%, in line with
previous observations.42

For completeness, we simultaneously investigate
whether phonon-assisted tunneling (PAT) contributes
to kd when |Efield| is sufficiently large. This is because
both the barrier height and width are reduced on
applying an external field (Figure 3a). Details about
the calculation of phonon-assisted tunneling rates can
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be found in the Supporting Information. We find that
the total detrapping enhancement factor (i.e., the sum
of Poole�Frenkel and PAT contributions) remains ef-
fectively unchanged. This allows us to conclude that
phonon-assisted tunneling does not play a significant
role in the observed phenomenon. Pure tunneling is
not considered since it is only important at low tem-
peratures or with fields in excess of 1 GV/m.29

At this point, Figure 4 shows the qualitative agree-
ment that results between experiment and theory.
When Va = �100 V, the predicted QY is 2.33%. As the
external bias increases toward Va = þ100 V, the pre-
dicted QY rises to QY = 2.62%. The resulting quantum
yield enhancement relative to the Va =�100 V value is
therefore ∼12%. This agrees with the experimental
results shown in Figure 4 and with data taken over
100 NWs (i.e., a 14( 7%modulation of the QY between
Va = �100 and þ100 V). The model therefore repro-
duces both the Iem polarity dependence as well as the
observed 1f response of the wires. Note that in the
comparison all experimental and theoretical results
have been scaled by their respective Va = �100 V Iem
values. This is because the Poisson analysis shows that
an electric field exists within a NW at all times even
when Va = 0. Only when Va is sufficiently negative does
the field magnitude inside the wire equal zero.
Unfortunately, a true quantitative comparison be-

tween experiment and theory is not possible because
the magnitudes of actual hole trap depths within
CdSe NWs are not known. While we have assumed
Eion = 0.35 eV to represent states readily influenced
by E-fields in the experiment, we also illustrate the
model's sensitivity to trap depths by plotting the
predicted response for Eion = 0.33 eV. Independent
information about NW hole trap depths and their
distributions within the gap is therefore needed.

Figure 4 also reveals another difference between
experiment and theory. Namely, the field-dependent
detrapping enhancement possesses a convex appear-
ance (i.e., it grows rapidly as Va approaches þ100 V).
By contrast, the experiment tends toward a concave
trend. This is most apparent in forward bias sweeps
where Va increases from �100 to þ100 V (open red
circles). It is less evident in reverse sweeps where
Va decreases from þ100 to �100 V (open blue
triangles).
There are several possible origins for this (concave)

curvature. One is thefield-induced spatial separation of
electron and hole wave functions which decreases
their overlap at large field strengths and leads to a
corresponding quenching of the emission. A rolloff
of the Poole�Frenkel response at high fields can
therefore occur. Alternatively, mobile charges in
the system, stemming from what are likely surface-
localized charges, can redistribute themselves at large
field strengths to screen the wires. Such charges have
previously been observed to influence the emission
intensities of NWs subjected to in-plane electric
fields.23 There is some evidence for this possibility here
since holding the potential constant at Va = þ100 V
(or Va = �100 V) should lead to a continuously en-
hanced (suppressed) emission QY. In practice, though,
we find that the experimental Iem enhancement/
suppression is metasable and slowly decays over the
course of seconds. This is illustrated in Figure S10 of the
Supporting Information. Additional studies about this
relaxation mechanism are therefore needed to fully
explain the NW response. Despite this, the observa-
tion of a Poole�Frenkel effect in the emission from
single NWs represents a first step toward developing
optical assays to probe defects in low-dimensional
materials.

CONCLUSION

We have observed a reversible emission enhance-
ment/modulation phenomenon in single CdSe NWs
upon applying an external bias. The emission sensitiv-
ity is rationalized by the field-induced modulation of
carrier detrapping rates from defect sites responsible
for nonradiative relaxation processes in the wires. The
underlying physical mechanism is a nanoscale Poole�
Frenkel effect which lowers trap state barriers and
enhances carrier detrapping events. Subsequent mod-
eling of the electric fields and potentials experienced
by the NW explains the origin of an asymmetric Va
response where an emission maximum (minimum) is
observed under positive (negative) bias applied to the
ITO substrate on which the wires sit. The observation is
further rationalized by invoking a kinetic model pre-
viously developed to understand CdSe NW carrier
dynamics and by accounting for field-dependent
detrapping rates. The good qualitative agreement
between experiment and theory suggests that the

Figure 4. Experimental single NW emission intensities
scaled to the �100 V Iem value under increasing [decreas-
ing] bias (open red circles) [open blue triangles]. Also plotted
are similarly scaledmodel Iem values for nominal trap depths
of Eion = 0.35 and 0.33 eV (solid green line and dashed green
line, respectively). Error bars represent the standard devia-
tion in multiple voltage sweeps of a single NW.
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observed NW Iem enhancement/modulation phenom-
enon offers insight into hole trapping dynamics in
CdSe nanowires and potentially opens the door to

new single-particle trap state spectroscopies that can
help clarify, mitigate, and possibly exploit the impact of
defects in low-dimensional materials.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. CdSe NWs were prepared using solution�liquid�

solid growth.49,50 Briefly, this entails mixing cadmium oxide
(CdO, 25 mg, Sigma Aldrich, 99.99%) and myristic acid (0.662 g,
Sigma Aldrich, 99%) in trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 2 g,
Strem, 99%). The mixture is then heated and degassed at
∼100 �C for 50 min. Once complete, the temperature is raised
to 260 �C whereupon the solution turns clear. An injection
solution consisting of 1 M trioctylphosphine selenide [TOPSe,
25 μL, 25 μmol, made by mixing TOP (Sigma Aldrich, 90%) and
Se powder (Sigma Aldrich, 99.5%)], 0.2 mL trioctylphosphine
(TOP), and 40mMBiCl3 (25 μL, 1 μmol, Acros Organics, 98% anh.,
in acetone) is introduced to initiate the reaction. Wires are
grown at temperatures between T = 250 and 300 �C for
approximately 2 min before the reaction is quenched. Toluene
is added to prevent TOPO from solidifying. NWs are precipitated
from solution by adding methanol and are recovered by
centrifuging the resulting suspension. Subsequent washing
steps expose the recovered precipitate to a mixture of toluene
and methanol to remove any excess TOPO. Recovered NWs are
stored in toluene. Representative NW TEM images can be found
in the Supporting Information (Figure S11). More details about
these synthesis/purification protocols can be found in ref 51.
Additional details about the crystal structure and morphology
of resulting wires can be found in refs 49, 50, and 52.

Device Preparation. A dilute solution of NWs is drop-cast onto
ITO (SPI, 8�12Ω or Delta Technologies, 15�25Ω) coverslips. A
thin layer (5 ( 0.5 μm) of PMMA (75 000 MW, Polysciences) is
then deposited over the wires through spin-coating (2000 rpm)
from a 25 wt % solution of PMMA in anisole. Small (∼0.1 in. di-
ameter) gold pads (∼200 nm thickness) are sputtered (Emitech)
on top of the PMMA using home-built masks, made of sheet
metal. Masks consist of 3� 3 arrays of holes (∼0.09 in. diameter)
that enable us to prepare nine devices for each ITO substrate
used.

Optical Measurements and Electrical Biasing. Single-wire emission
measurements are conducted using a home-built single-
molecule imaging system, based on an inverted optical micro-
scope (Nikon). NWs are excited at one of three frequencies,
405 nm (Coherent), 473 nm (Oxxius), or 532 nm (Power Technol-
ogy). The excitation is focused with a high numerical aperture
objective (Zeiss, 63�, 0.65 NA). For wide-field measurements, a
40 cm focal length lens is placed prior to the objective's back
aperture. This yields a ∼35 μm diameter excitation spot on the
substrate. Excitation intensities are adjusted using two crossed
polarizers to yield levels of ∼1000 W/cm2. Emitted light from a
given NW is then collected with the same objective and is
passed through a 570 nm long-pass filter (Chroma). This light is
subsequently imaged using an EMCCD camera (Andor) to
record intensity trajectories. To measure emission spectra, an
imaging spectrometer (Acton) is added prior to the CCD camera.
This also allows emission spectra trajectories to be acquired.

Biases are applied using a home-built probe station placed
atop the microscope. Drops of EGaIn ensure ohmic contacts. In
the default biasing scheme, a 1 Hz triangle wave from a function
generator (Tektronics) is amplified to 200 Vpp using a home-
built 20� voltage amplifier. It is then applied to the ITOwith the
Au counter electrode grounded. For control measurements, the
biasing scheme is reversed.

During modulation experiments, the NW emission intensity
is monitored as a function of applied bias. Twenty points are
recorded for every period of the applied waveform. While the
function generator's first channel generates the triangle wave,
its second channel externally triggers the CCD at a 20 fps frame
rate; 512 points are collected in every trace with two traces
taken for each wire. The first trace represents the Iem trajectory,
obtained using our default biasing scheme. The second trace is

taken with the biasing reversed. Control measurements are
recorded to verify constant laser intensities during these trajec-
tories. This entails removing the 570 nm long-pass filter and
monitoring the attenuated laser output directly with the
EMCCD.
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